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Abstract
This study examinesthe responsesof the simulated modern climate of a coupled ocean-atmospheremodel to the discharge of
freshwaterinto the North Atlantic Ocean.Two numerical experimentswere conducted. In the first numerical experiment in which
freshwateris dischargedinto high North Atlantic latitudes over the period of 500 years,the thermohaline circulation (THC) in the
Atlantic Oceanweakens.This weakeningreducessurface air temperature over the northern North Atlantic Oceanand Greenland
and,to a lesserdegree,overthe Arctic Ocean,the Scandinavianpeninsula,and the Circumpolar Oceanand the Antarctic Continent of
the Southern Hemisphere. Upon termination of the water discharge at the 500th year, the THC begins to reintensify,gaining its
original intensity in a few hundred years.As a result,the climate of the northern North Atlantic and surrounding regionsresumesits
original distribution. However, in the Pacific sector of the Circumpolar Ocean of the Southern Hemisphere,the initial cooling and
recovery of surface air temperature is delayed by a few hundred years. In addition, the sudden onset and the termination of the
dischargeof freshwaterinducesa multidecadal variation in the intensities of the THC and convectiveactivities, which generatelarge
multidecadalfluctuations of both seasurfacetemperatureand salinity in the northern North Atlantic. Such oscillation yields almost
abrupt changesof climate with rapid rise and fall of surfacetemperaturein a fewdecades.In the secondexperiment,in which the same
amount of freshwateris dischargedinto the subtropical North Atlantic over the period of 500 years,the THC and climate evolve in
a manner qualitatively similar to the first experiment. However,the magnitude of the THC responseis 4-5 times smaller. It appears
that freshwateris much lesseffectivein weakeningthe THC if it is dischargedoutside high North Atlantic latitudes. The results from
numericalexperimentsconducted earlier indicate that the intensity of the THC could also weakenin responseto a future increaseof
atmospheric CO2, thereby moderating the CO2-induced warming over the northern North Atlantic and surrounding regions.
Published by ElsevierScienceLtd.
.

1. Introduction
Isotopic analysisof Greenland ice cores(e.g.,Grootes
et al., 1993) suggeststhat large and rapid changes of
climate occurred frequently during the last glacial and
deglacialperiods. For example,the isotopic (0180) temperature dropped very rapidly approximately 13,000
yearsago,followed by the so-calledYoungerDryas event
(Y-D) when the isotopic temperaturewas almost as low
as at the last glacialmaximum. Faunal and palynological
analysesindicate that during the cold Y -D period, surfacetemperatureswere very low not only over the northern North Atlantic but also over Western Europe. The
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Y -D period lasted severalhundred years and ended abruptly, as indicated by the records from Greenland ice
cores. Broecker et al. (1985) suggested that such an
abrupt changeresulted from a very rapid change in the
thermohaline circulation (THC) from one mode of
,operation to another. They further speculated that
meltwater from continentalice sheetscausedthe capping
of the oceanic surface by relatively freshwater in high
North Atlantic latitudes and was responsible for the
rapid weakening of THC and the abrupt cooling of
climate.
This essayexploresthe physical mechanismof abrupt
climate change based upon the results from a set of
numerical experiments conducted at the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory of NOAA. Particularly,
it attempts to elucidate the role of the thermohaline circulation (THC) in inducing the abrupt climate
change.
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Broecker et al. (1988)speculatedthat the diversion of
meltwater from the Mississippito the St. Lawrence River
was responsible for reducing the rate of deep-water
formation during the Y -D. Although convincing evidence
for this meltwater diversion at the beginning of the Y-D
has not beenfound, it is likely that meltwater is the most
effectivein reducingthe deep-waterformation when it is
dischargednear the sinking region of the THC. In order
to evaluate the effectivenessof a high-latitude versus
low-latitude discharge onto the North Atlantic for
weakening of the THC, we conducted two numerical
experiments. In the first experiment, freshwater is dischargedonto high latitude North Atlantic Ocean,whereas in the second experiment it is discharged onto the
subtropical latitudes.
This paper is a modified and shortened version of
a recent paper by Manabe and Stouffer (1997),hereafter
identified as MS97, for presentationat the IGBP PAGES
First Open ScienceMeeting. It incorporates some of the
perspectiveswhich have beenacquired sincethe publication of the paper. In the final section, it discussesthe
possibility of future change in the THC based upon the
results of numerical experiments recently conducted at
the GeophysicalFluid Dynamics Laboratory of NOAA.

increasinggreenhousegases,and will hereafterbe called
the coupled model, for simplicity. The structure and
performance of the model were described by Manabe
et al. (1991), hereafter identified as M91. Therefore,
only a brief description of the model structure is given
here.
The coupled model (Fig. 1)consistsof generalcirculation models (GCM) of the atmosphereand ocean,and a
simple model of the continental surfacethat involves the
budgetsof heat and water (Manabe, 1969).It is a global
model with realistic geographylimited by its resolution.
It has nine vertical finite differencelevels.The horizontal
distributions of predicted variables are representedby
spherical harmonics (15 associatedLegendre functions
for each of 15 Fourier components)and by gridpoint
values (Gordon and Stern, 1982). The model uses
a simple schemeof land-surfaceprocessto compute surfacefluxesof heatand water. Insolation variesseasonally,
but not diurnally. The model predictscloud cover which
dependsonly on relative humidity.
The ocean GCM (Bryan and Lewis, 1979)usesa full
finite-differencetechniqueand has a regular grid system
with approximately 40latitude by 3.70longitude spacing.
There are 12 vertical finite-differencelevels.The atmospheric and oceanic components of the model interact
with each other once each day through the exchangeof
heat, water, and momentum fluxes. A simple sea ice
model is also incorporated into the coupled model. It
predicts sea ice thickness,based upon thermodynamic
heatbalanceand incorporating the effectof ice advection
by ocean currents. For further details of the coupled
model, see M91. Dixon et al. (1996)also describe the

2. Coupled model
2.1. Model structure
The coupled atmosphere-ocean-land surface model
usedhere wasdevelopedto study the climate responseto
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ability of the model to simulate th~ uptake of anthropogenic chlorofluromethane (CFC-ll) by the ocean.
2.2. Time integration

Initial conditions for the time integration of the
coupled model include realistic seasonaland geographical distributions of surface temperature,surface salinity,
and sea ice of the present with which both the atmospheric and oceanic model states are nearly in equilibrium. When the time integration of the model starts from
this initial condition, the model climate drifts toward its
own equilibrium state, which differs from the initial condition describedabove.To reducethis drift, the fluxes of
heatand water imposed at the oceanicsurface(including
seaice-coveredareas)of the coupled model are modified
by amounts that vary geographicallyand seasonallybut
do not change from one year to the next (for details, see
M91 and Manabe and Stouffer, 1994).Since the adjustmentsare determined prior to the time integration of the
coupled model and are not correlated to the anomaliesof
SST (i.e.,seasurface temperature)and SSS(i.e.,seasurface salinity), which can developduring the integration,
they are unlikely to either systematically amplify or
damp the anomalies.Owing to the flux adjustmenttechnique,the modelfluctuatesaround a realistic equilibrium

Fig. 2. Regions A and B indicate the areas where freshwater is discharged in the first freshwater integration (FWN) and the second
freshwaterintegration (FWS), respectively(from MS97).

state.
Starting from the initial condition that was obtained
and described above, the coupled model is integrated
over a period of 1000years.Owing to the application of
the flux adjustments, the mean trend in global mean
surface air temperature during this period is only
-O.O23°C century-i. The trend of global meantemperature in the deeperlayers of the model oceanis somewhat
larger at -O.O7°C century-i. This trend appears to
result from the imperfection of the proceduresused for
determining the initial condition and time integration
of the coupled model. The specific reasons for this
trend, however,have not beenidentified and are under
investigation.
3. Design of freshwaterexperiments
The simulated modern state of the coupled oceanatmosphere system, which is obtained from the time
integration described in Section 2.2 is used as the control
for the freshwater experiments conducted in the present
study. Instead, one could have used as a control
a coupled model state of the last deglaciation period
when a major fraction of the continental ice sheets of the
last glacial period still remained. Since the response of the
cold, glacial state of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system to freshwater discharge could be different from the
corresponding response of the interglacial, modern state
(e.g. Winton, 1997), it is highly desirable to conduct the

numerical experiments using boundary conditions of
the last deglaciation period. However, we have not succeeded in simulating either the glacial or deglacial world
satisfactorily using a coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM.
Thus, we cannot help using the simulated modem state of
the coupled model as a control and perturbed it with an
input of freshwater into the North Atlantic Ocean.
In addition to the control integration described in
Section 2.2, two numerical integrations are conducted for
the present study. The initial condition for both integrations is the state of the coupled model at the 500th year of
the control integration. In the first freshwater integration
(FWN), the freshwater is discharged at the rate of 0.1 Sv
(one sverdrup = 106 m3 s-1) uniformly over the 50- 700N
belt of the North Atlantic Ocean (identified as domain
A in Fig. 2) over the period of 500 years. After the
termination of the freshwater discharge, the FWN is
continued for the additional 750 years until the 1250th
year. By comparing the FWN with the control integration over the corresponding period of 1250 years, the
impact of freshwater input upon the coupled ocean-atmosphere model is investigated.
In the second freshwater integration (FWS), freshwater
is discharged uniformly over the subtropical region, identified as domain B (20.25-29.25°N, 52.5°-90.00W) in
Fig. 2, again at the rate of 0.1 Sv over the period of 500
years. This integration is completed at the 750th year (i.e.,
250 years after the termination of the freshwater discharge).

&30';
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In both numerical experiments,it is assumedthat the
temperature of discharged freshwater is identical to
the local surface temperature of the ocean. Thus, the
freshwater input changes only surface salinity without
affecting surfacetemperature.

As the intensity of the THC weakens, the surface
currents in the North Atlantic Ocean also undergo
marked changes,which can be inferred by comparing
Fig. 5a and b. For example,the:North Atlantic Current,
which extends from the Florida coast towards the
Norwegian Sea,also weakensin the Atlantic throughout
the period of the freshwaterdischarge.Thus, the warm,
saline surface water in the subtropical Atlantic hardly
penetratesinto the northern North Atlantic Ocean towards the end of the 500-year period of freshwater
discharge. On the other hand, the Subarctic Gyre and
associatedEastGreenland Current becomemore intense
and extendsouthwards.It is of particular interest that the
intensified Labrador Current and its southeastwardextension track the path of ice-rafted debris during the
so-called Heinrich events (Bond et al., 1992), which
appearto resemblethe Y -0 event in many respects.
Associatedwith the weakening of the THC described
above,the northward advection of the warm and saline
surfacewater is reduced,causinga large reduction in sea
surfacetemperature(SST)in the northern North Atlantic
(Fig. 6). The local maximum in cooling located south of
Greenland,however,is attributable to the intensification
and the southward extensionof the eastGreenland Current (Fig. 5) which advects cold Arctic surface water
southward.
Interestingly, an extensive region of SST reduction
appears not only in the North Atlantic but also in the
Circumpolar Ocean of the Southern Hemisphere. The
cold anomalies in the Atlantic/Indian Ocean sector
change approximately in phase with the cold anomalies
in the North Atlantic and begin to weaken after the
termination of the freshwater discharge. However, the
cold anomalies in the Pacific sector of the Circumpolar
Oceancontinue to intensify until -300 years after the

4. Freshwaterexperiment
4.1. FWN

In this section, we discussthe responseof the coupled
model in the FWN in which freshwateris dischargedinto
the domain A, i.e.,the 50-70oN belt of the North Atlantic
Ocean, at the rate of 0.1 Sv over the period of 500 years.
Toward the end of this sustained, massive freshwater
discharge, the region of low sea surface salinity (SSS)
spreads down to 30-40ON(Fig. 3), creating an intense
halocline several hundred meters beneath the surface.
The surface layer of relatively fresh, low-density water
preventsthe convective cooling of the water column and
the production of negative buoyancy in the sinking region of the thermohaline circulation (THC) in the northern North Atlantic, thereby weakeningthe THC during
the 500-year period of the freshwater discharge. The
streamfunction of the meridional overturning in the
Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 4) indicates that the THC not
only weakensbut also becomesmuch shallower(Fig. 4b).
Meanwhile, the northward flow of Antarctic bottom
water extends northward, intensifying the reverseoverturning cell near the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean(Fig.
4b). Following the termination of freshwaterdischarge
on the 500th year, the THC reintensifiesand fully recoversits original intensity and distribution by the 900th
year (Fig. 4c).
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takenjust prior to starting the FWN). (b) Averageover years401-500 of
the FWN. (c) Average over years 901-1000 of the FWN. On the
left-hand side of eachpanel. depth is indicated in meters (from MS97).

termination. Preliminary analysis indicates that this
anomaly results from the delayedweakening of the deep
reverseTHC cell involving the Antarctic Bottom Water
in the Pacific Ocean. The weakeningincreasesthe mer-
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idional SST gradient of the Circumpolar Ocean and
intensifiesthe surfacewesterlieswhich, in turn, reduces
SST by enhancing the northward Ekman drift of cold
surfacewaterand seaice and further increasesthe meridional SST gradient (MS97).
The freshwater-inducedchange of seasurfacetemperature describedabove affectsthe overlying atmosphere,
causing a reduction in surface air temperature over extensive region (Fig. 7). The cooling is particularly large
over the northern North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas,
and extendsover not only Greenland but also the Arctic
Ocean,the ScandinavianPeninsula,and WesternEurope
(Fig. 7). Also, small negativeanomaliesextend over most
of the high northern latitudes. The cooling centered
around Iceland increasesuntil the end of the freshwater
discharge (i.e., the 500th year of the experiment), but
decreasesrapidly thereafter and disappears completely
by the 750thyear.Negativeanomaliesalso appearin the
Indian and Pacific sectors of the Circumpolar Ocean of
the Southern Hemisphere,extending to the Antarctic
Continent. On the other hand, very small positive SST
anomaliescover the rest of the world. The global mean
change of surfaceair temperature are small throughout
the course of the experimentbecausesmall but extensive
positive temperatureanomaliescompensatefor the large
but geographicallylimited negativeanomalies.
The distribution of the freshwater-inducedchange in
surface air temperature described above is consistent
with the signitures of significant Y-D cooling, which was
prepared by D. Peteet(Broecker, 1995)based upon the
analysis of oceanicand bog sediments(Fig. 8). Over the
WesternEurope and Labrador Peninsula, for example,
polynological recordsindicate the Y -D cooling of significant magnitude,whereasthey do not over most of North
American Continent. The qualitative resemblancebetweenthe two patterns encouragesthe speculation that
the cold climate of the Y-D could have resulted from the
slow-downof the THC which wasinduced by an input of
freshwater,suchas the discharge of the meltwater from
the continental ice sheets.The pattern of the modelgeneratedchange,however,does not extend sufficiently
toward low latitudes compared to the pattern of the
Y -Dj Allerod differencedetermined from proxy data. As
discussedin Section 6, this discrepancy may be partly
attributable to the fact that the freshwaterflux is applied
to the simulated, modern state of the coupled
ocean-atmospheremodel which is much warmer than
the cold state of the deglacial period. Thus, the albedo
feedbackprocessinvolving seaice and snow operates at
higher latitudes, confining the freshwater-inducedtemperature change poleward of the regions of the Y-D
cooling.
The model atmosphereis not a passiveparticipant in
the simulatedcooling event.Associatedwith the cooling,
a positive sea level pressure anomaly (max. -4 mb)
with a meridionally elongated pattern developsaround

..
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Fig. 5. Map of surfacecurrent vectors. (a) Control experiment(100year averagetaken just prior to starting the FWN). (b) Averageover year 401-500
of the FWN (from MS97).
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Fig. 6. Geographicaldistribution of SSTanomaliesrC) averagedover year 401-500of the FWN. The anomaliesare definedas the differencebetween
the FWN and the control experiment (from MS97).

southeasternGreenland(Fig. 9), resulting in the weakening and slight eastward shift of the Icelandic Low and
a marked weakeningof southerly wind over the Greenland Sea. Thus, the East Greenland Current intensifies
along the eastcoastof Greenland and extendssouthward
and reducesSSSaround Iceland, therebycontributing to

the weakeningof the THC. On the other hand, Marotzke
(1990)noted that the weakening of the Icelandic Low
leadsto a reduction in the intensity of the westerlies,and
accordingly, that of equatorward Ekmann drift currents
which could contribute to the reintensification of the
THC. In the present experiment, however,the positive
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sealevel pressureanomaly does not extend westward far
enough to reintensify the THC. Instead, it appears to
contribute to further weakening of the THC as noted
above.
Superimposedupon the weakeningand intensification
of the THC which occurs over the period of several
centuries,is a multidecadal fluctuation of the THC which
follows the sudden onset of the freshwaterdischarge at
the beginning of the experiment(Fig. lOa).The timescale
and the structure of the fluctuation resembles the
internally generated,multidecadal oscillation found by
Oelworth et al. (1993,1997)in the control integration of
the samecoupled ocean-atmospheremodel as described
in Section2.2. However, the amplitude of the fluctuation
is much larger than that of the multidecadal oscillation
identified by Oelworth et al. The multidecadal fluctuation of the THC is approximately in-phase with the
correspondingfluctuations of SSSand SST. Shortly after
the start of the water discharge,a very rapid drop of both
SSS and SST occurs, followed by large oscillations of
both variables with a timescale ranging from several
decadesto a century (Fig. lOb and c). The amplitudes of
the oscillations gradually decreaseuntil the termination
of freshwater discharge (i.e., the 500th year) due to the
growth of sea ice, which reducesthe anomalies of both
SST and SSS through melting and freezing.The amplitude, however,increasesagain a few hundred yearslater,
generatingrepeated,almost abrupt warming and cooling
with decadaltime scale(Fig. lOb).
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Fig. 10. Time seriesof annual mean valuesof (a) intensity of the THC
(in units of Sv, i.e.. 106m3 S-I) definedas the maximum value of its
streamfunctionin the North Atlantic Ocean,(b) SST (C), (c) SSg(psu),
(d) rate of SSTchange(C d -I) due to convective adjustment,at a location in the Denmark Strait (30.0W. 65.3N)over the 1,250-yearperiod of
the FWN. The initial values of THC, SgT. and SSg are enclosed by
circles (from MS97).

Becauseof the sudden onset of the freshwater discharge,the surfaceof the North Atlantic Oceanis capped
by low salinity water with relatively low density. The
capping reduces markedly the convective cooling of
water, and accordingly,the production of negativebuoyancy in the sinking region of the THC. Thus, the THC
weakens almost instantaneously, inducing the multi-
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surface water thus generatedcausesthe corresponding
variation in convectiveactivity, which mixesthe cold and
freshsurfacewater with warmerand more saline subsurface water. The temporal variation in the intensity
of convective activity (Fig. lad), in turn, enhancesthe
variability of both SSTand SSS.
The reduction of SSTduring the period of freshwater
discharge and its increase after the termination of
the discharge are much more gradual than the abrupt
reduction and increaseof surface air temperature which
occurred at the beginningand end of the Younger Dryas
period, respectively.However,the rapid changesof SST
generatedby the multidecadalfluctuation of the THC are
almost as abrupt as the rise and fall of SST associated
with the Y -D.
4.2. FWS

decadaloscillation which involves the multidecadalfluctuations of not only the intensity of the THC but also
SSS and SST. The fluctuation in the density of near-

In this subsection,we evaluate the impact of the subtropical dischargeof freshwaterupon the coupled model
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in comparison to the high-latitude dischargeexperiment
(i.e., FWN) described in the preceding subsection. As
noted earlier, the magnitude and duration of the subtropical freshwaterdischargeare identical to those of the
high-latitude discharge for easiercomparison. However,
the negativeSSSanomaliesin the North Atlantic Ocean
are much smaller in the FWS than in the FWN during
the course of the experiments (compare Fig. 12a with
Fig. 3). Thus, the total reduction of the THC intensity
during the period of the freshwaterdischargeis smaller
in the FWS than in the FWN by a factor of ,..,5 (see
Fig. 11 and lOa). As a matter of fact, the THC in the
FWS stops weakening a few hundred years before the
termination of the freshwater discharge in the 500th
year of the experiment (Fig. 11). In sharp contrast to
the FWN, in which the THC weakens markedly and
negative SSS anomalies are enhanced in the northern
North Atlantic due to the reduction in the northward advection of relatively saline surface water by
the THC , the freshwater-induced, subtropical
SSS anomalies in the FWS are reduced by oceanic
advection and remain small in the entire North Atlantic

Ocean.
The horizontal distributions of SST anomalies from
the FWN and FWS may be compared by inspecting
Figs. 6 and 12b. Again, the magnitude of negative SST
anomalies is much less in FWS than in FWN. It is
notable, however, that the two distributions of the SST
anomalies resemble each other, with relatively large
negative anomalies in the northern North Atlantic, the
Circumpolar Oceanof the SouthernHemisphere,and the
northwestern region of the Pacific Ocean. The distributions of the thermal responsesof the coupled model are
similar, not only at the surface but also in the subsurface
layers of the model ocean.
In summary,the subtropical dischargeof freshwateris
much lesseffective in weakening the THC and altering
the thermal structure of the oceansas compared with the
high-latitude discharge in the FWN. In assessingthe
impact of a meltwater discharge upon a so-called abrupt
climate changesuchas the Y -D event,it is therefore very
important to reliably determine the location of the
meltwater discharge.

5. Concludingremarks
5.1. Surfacetemperaturevariation
In responseto the dischargeof freshwaterinto a highlatitude belt of the North Atlantic Ocean, the THC of
a coupled ocean-atmosphere model weakens, thereby
reducing surface air temperature over the northern
North Atlantic, the Nordic Seas,and Greenland,and to
a lesserdegree,over the Arctic Ocean,the Scandinavian
peninsula,Labrador, and the Circumpolar Ocean of the

Southern Hemisphere. Upon termination of the freshwater dischargeat the SOOthyear of the experiment, the
THC beginsto reintensify,gainingits original intensity in
a few hundred years. In contrast to the Pacific sector of
the Circumpolar Ocean where surface air temperature
does not begin to increase until the 800-900th year,
the climate of the northern North Atlantic and surrounding regions starts recovering as soon as the freshwater discharge is terminated at the SOOthyear of the
experiment.
The sudden onset and termination of the massive
discharge of freshwater also induces a multidecadal
fluctuation in the intensities of the THC and convective
activity which generatelarge synchronousfluctuations of
both SST and SSS in the northern North Atlantic and
surrounding Oceans. Such oscillation yields almost
abrupt changesof climate which involves rapid rise and
fall of surface temperature in a few decades.The rapid
changeor SST,thus generated,is almost as abrupt as the
changesof SST at the beginning and the end of the Y-D
period. In an earlier numerical experiment,Manabe and
Stouffer (1995)generatedan evenmore abrupt falls and
rises of SST by increasing the rate of freshwater discharge. In responseto the sudden onset of a massive
dischargeof freshwaterinto the northern North Atlantic
at the rate of 1 Sv, the THC weakened very rapidly,
thereby lowering the SST in Denmark Strait and surrounding regions. Upon suspensionof the freshwater
discharge,the THC exhibited a complextransient behavior, inducing an almost abrupt fall, rise and fall of SST
during severaldecadesfollowed by a gradual recovery
toward the initial state. One can speculate that highfrequencyfluctuations of isotopic temperature,which are
evident in the high-resolution records from Greenland
ice cores (e.g.,Fig. 4 of Jouzel et al., 1995)may also be
causedby the abrupt onset and termination of massive
dischargesof meltwater.
The pattern of the freshwater-induced cooling obtained here resemblesthe pattern of the Y -D cooling, as
inferred from the comprehensiveanalysisof ice coresand
deep-seaand lake sediments(see,for example,Broecker,
1995).However,the region of cooling in the North Atlantic and surrounding regionsdoesnot extendas far southward as that of the Y -D cooling. Furthermore, the
simulated cooling at Summit, Greenland, appears to be
smaller than the actual cooling estimated from the isotopic analysis of ice cores (e.g., GRIP Members, 1993).
Although cooling also occurs in the Circumpolar Ocean
of the Southern Hemisphere, it does not extend sufficiently northward to reach New Zealand, where the
Franz Josephglacier advancedduring the Y -D (Denton
and Hendy, 1994).We speculatethat thesediscrepancies
result partly from the use of the simulated modern climate as a control rather than the much colder climate of
the last deglaciation period. The extensive coverage
of sea ice during the cold deglaciation period could not
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only have extendedthe regions of cooling toward lower
latitudes but could also have increased its magnitude.
Therefore,it is desirableto conduct additional freshwater
experiments using the simulated climate of the last
deglaciation period as a control.
Improving the earlier results of Guilderson et al.
(1994), Guilderson (1996) obtained the high-resolution
time seriesof SSTbased upon the Sr/Ca thermometry of
Barbadoscorals. His time seriesindicates that the surface
temperature of the western tropical Atlantic fell rapidly
during the late Bolling period (between 15 and
13.8kyr BP), when a massive discharge of freshwater
(identified as mwp-IA by Fairbanks, 1989) took place.
Guilderson et al. found that the tropical surfacetemperature rises rapidly upon termination of the mwp-IA (i.e.,
around 13.7kyr BP). It is notable, however, that the
Sr/Ca temperaturein the tropical Atlantic did not change
substantially at the beginning of the Y -0 (i.e., around
13 kyr BP), despite the abrupt drop of surface temperature in high Atlantic latitudes.
Thesefindings are not inconsistentwith the results of
the present FWN experiment in which SST in tropical
latitudes hardly changes (Fig. 10) despite the large
meltwater-induced change in the intensity of the THC.
On the other hand,the rapid fall ofSr/Ca temperaturein
the westerntropical Atlantic during the late Bolling (between 15 and 13.8kyr BP) could result from the cooling
of the mixed-layer oceancausedby a massivedischarge
of cold freshwaterinto the Gulf of Mexico, as suggested
by Guilderson (1996).
One should note, however,that Thompson et al. (1995)
found evidenceof the Y -0 cooling in the tropical atmospherebased upon the isotopic analysis of two ice cores
obtained from the col of Huascaran(9006' S, 77036' W).
In view of the fact that simulated SST increasesvery
slightly from middie-to-iow latitudes in responseto the
freshwaterdischarge,the tropical cooling during the Y-o
may not be causedby the weakening of the THC which
was induced by the discharge of freshwater. Instead, it
may have beencausedby other factors suchas growth of
continental ice sheetswith high albedo and the reduction
in the atmospheric concentration of methane(Chappellaz et al., 1993).
Meltwater pulses
Two numerical experiments are conducted in the
present study. In the first experiment discussedabove
(FWN), freshwater is discharged into the high North
Atlantic latitudes which include the sinking regionsof the
THC, whereas freshwater is applied to a region of the
subtropical Atlantic in the secondexperiment(FWS). In
the FWN, the THC weakensbecauseof the capping of
the sinking regions by relatively fresh, low-density
surface water. On the other hand, the negative SSS
anomaly over the sinking regions is much smaller and
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much lesseffectivefor weakeningthe THC in the FWS
in which freshwater is discharged to the subtropical
Atlantic.
The contrast betweenthe results from these two experimentsencouragesthe speculation that, at the beginning of the Y -D period, a large amount of meltwater was
discharged into high rather than low North Atlantic
latitudes. As noted in the introduction of this paper,
Broecker et al. (1988) speculated that meltwater was
diverted from the Mississippi to the St. Lawrence
Rivers around that time. However, de Vernal et al.
(1996) did not find convincing evidence for such
diversion. One could therefore speculatethat the northward transport of heat by the active THC during the
warm period of Allerod could have induced the accelerated melting of the FennoscandianIce sheets. The
increasein the runoff of meltwater in turn slowed down
the THC in the Atlantic Ocean.This speculationappears
to be consistentwith the high-resolution records of oxygenisotopesand the summerSSTsdetermined from the
taxonomic composition of diatoms in a Norwegian Sea
Core (Karpuz and Jansen,1992).Despite the rapid drop
of the diatom temperature from the Allerod to Y -D, the
oxygenisotope anomaly (adjustedfor global ice volume)
decreasessteadily with time, suggestingthe possibledischarge of meltwater from the FennoscandianIce sheets
at the onsetof the cold Y -D period.
As noted already,the coral records of sealevelindicate
that the so called meltiwater pube lA (mwp-lA) ended
severalhundred yearsbefore the onsetof the Y -D (Fairbanks, 1989;Bard et al., 1996).Keigwin et al. (1991)and
Fairbanks et al. (1992)traced a possible origin of this
meltwater discharge back to the Gulf of Mexico. The
comparison betweenthe FWN and FWS experiments
suggeststhat the subtropicaldischargeof meltwater such
as the mwp-lA may be much lesseffectivethan the highlatitude dischargein weakeningthe THC. However, the
massiveamount of freshwaterinvolved in the mwp-lA
could be sufficient to weakenthe THC significantly and
induce the cooling of the past Bolling period (between15
and 13.8kyr BP).
As discussedin Section 4.1, the North Atlantic discharge of freshwateraffectsthe sea surface temperature
in the Circumpolar Oceanof the Southern Hemisphere.
However, the isotopic analysis of Antarctic ice
cores reveals that a period of cooling, called Antarctic
Cold Reversal(ACR),occurred at least 1000yearsbefore
the Y-D (Jouzel et al., 1995).Therefore, it is not very
likely that the abrupt cooling of North Atlantic at the
beginning of the Y-D is associatedwith the ACR. Instead, one can speculate that the rapid cooling of
North Atlantic during the post-Bolling period could be
related to the ACR. Recently,Steig et al. (1998)identified the abrupt warming at the end of the Y -D in an ice
core from the Taylor Dome located in the westernRoss
Sea Sectionof Antarctica. It appears that the results of
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ice core analysisdescribedabove do not contradict with
the results from the numerical experiments conducted
here.

5.3. Two stable equilibria
Manabe and Stouffer (1988)found that their coupled
ocean-atmospheremodel has at leasttwo stableequilibria with active and inactive modes of the THC in the
North Atlantic Ocean. The active mode resemblesthe
current state of the THC with a sinking region in the
northern North Atlantic, whereasthe inactive mode is
characterized by a weak, reverse cell of the THC with
sinking motion in the Circumpolar Ocean of the Southern Hemisphereand no ventilation of subsurfacewater in
the North Atlantic Ocean. They suggested that an
oceanic state similar to the inactive mode prevailed
during the period of the Y -D. Paleoceanographic
evidence, however, does not necessarily support this
suggestion.Although the deep-seacoresfrom the North
Atlantic Ocean indicate markedly reduced deep-water
formation (Boyle and Keigwin, 1987; Keigwin and
Lehman, 1994),the distribution of benthic 013C estimated by Sarnthein et al. (1994)suggeststhat an upper
deep-waterproduction of significant magnitude did occur during the Y -D. Paleoceanographicevidence(Boyle
and Keigwin, 1987;Duplessy et al., 1988)indicates that
the Atlantic Oceanof the Last Glacial Maximum (LG M)
is also significantly different from the inactive mode of
the THC obtained by Manabe and Stouffer (1988).It is
characterized by not only the absence of lower deep
-water production and enhancednorthward penetration
of the Antarctic bottom water, but also significant ventilation of the upper deep-water.Thus, it is likely that the
North Atlantic Ocean of the Y -0 or the LGM are more
similar to the transientstate of the weakenedand shallow
THC (obtained from the present experiment) than the
equilibrium state of the inactive THC obtained earlier by
Manabe and Stouffer(1988).
The coupled model used here also possessesthe two
stable equilibria which are similar to those obtained by
Manabe and Stouffer (1988). Once it is induced, the
state of the inactive mode of the reverse THC is
stable and remainsunchangedover the period of at least
several thousand years. Despite the heating due to
the vertical thermal diffusion, the temperature of the
bottom water does not increase becauseof the cooling
due to the formation of the Antarctic bottom water. Thus
the stratification of the deeperlayer of the model ocean
remains unchanged,preventing the re-activation of the
THC.
These results differ from what Schiller et al. (1997)
obtained using a coupled ocean-atmospheremodel developed at the Max-Planck-Institute (MPI) in Hamburg,
Germany. In responseto the input of a massiveamount

of freshwater,the THC of the MPI model collapsedinto
the inactive,mode of the reverseTHC, which is qualitatively similar to the inactive mode obtained by Manabe
and Stouffer (1988).However, upon termination of the
freshwaterdischarge,the THC intensified rapidly, eventually regaining its original intensity, in sharp contrast to
the behavior of the inactive, reversemode obtained by
Manabe and Stouffer (1988).The difference in behavior
betweenthe GFDL and MPI models identified above
may be attributable to the differencein the magnitude of
diapycnal diffusion in them. Specifically, the oceanic
component of the coupled model used by Schiller et al.
(1997)employs the first-order, upstreamfinite difference
technique for the computation of advection and, therefore, has relatively large implicit, computational diffusion
(see,for example,Wurtele, 1961;and Molenkamp, 1968).
It is likely that the large diapycnal diffusion of potential
temperature and salinity facilitates the movement of
water across isopycnal surfaces,resulting in the reintensification of the THC and the resumption of North Atlantic deep-water formation which occurred after the
termination of massivefreshwaterdischarge in the numerical experimentconducted by Schiller et al., 1997.
In order to evaluatethis speculation,we recentlyconducted a similar freshwaterexperimentusing a modified
versionof the GFDL coupled model in which the coefficient of vertical subgrid scale diffusion in the upper 2 km
layer of oceansis severaltimes larger than in the standard version(Manabe and Stouffer, 1999).Although the
reverseTHC was produced in this version of the coupled
model in responseto the massivedischargeof freshwater,
it beganto transform rapidly back to the original, direct
THC as soonasthe freshwaterdischargewas terminated,
in qualitative conformity with the behavior of the MPI
model.
Our results clearly indicate that the inactive mode of
the reverseTHC is not a stable state in a coupled model
which has a large diapycnal diffusion coefficient for
oceanic subgrid scale mixing. Measurement of the invasion of anthropogenic tracers, such as bomb tritium
and 3He, have indicated that the coefficient of vertical
diapicnal mixing in the ocean thermocline of the subtropical North Atlantic is lessthan 0.1 cm2 S-l (Jenkins,
1980)or about 0.2 cm2s-1 (Rooth and Ostlund, 1972).
Based upon the results from a recent field experiment
(Ledwell et al., 1994),the most likely value of the effective
vertical diffusion coefficient in the ocean thermocline is
0.1-0.2 cm2S-l. Eventhe standard versionof the GFDL
coupled model, which has the inactive,reverseTHC, has
a larger vertical diffusion coefficient than these values.
Therefore,it is likely that the mode of the reverseTHC is
also stable in the real Atlantic Ocean in which vertical
diffusion appearsto be small.
When a coupled model with sufficiently low vertical
diffusion coefficiententers the stable state of the reverse
THC, it does not get out of it easily(seealso Rahmstorf,
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Years
Fig. 13. Temporal variation of the intensity of the thermohaline circulation from the control (solid line) and the thermally forced experiments(dotted
line) which wereconducted by Haywood et oJ. (1997)using the coupled model. Here the intensity is definedas the maximum value of the stream
function representing the meridional overturning circulation in the North Atlantic Ocean (from Manabe (1998». Units are in Sverdrups (1
Sv=IO6mJs-I).

1995).This is another important reasonwhy we believe
that the cold state of Y -D was not a stable state of no
deep-waterformation in the North Atlantic Ocean. Instead,it is a temporarily weakenedstate of the THC. As
noted already, the paleoceanographicsignature of deepwater formation is consistent with this assertion.

5.4. Future change
The results obtained here could be relevant to the
future changeof climate. For example,a recentstudiesby
Haywood et al. (1997)and Manabe (1998)reveal that, in
responseto the time-dependent,radiative forcing by not
only greenhousegasesbut also anthropogenicsulfate,the
THC beginsto weakensometimeduring the first half of
the 21st century (Fig. 13). Associated with the warming
of the model atmosphere, the poleward transport of
water vapor in the atmosphereincreases,resulting in the
marked increase in precipitation in high latitudes, and
accordingly,the increasedfreshwatersupplyto the Arctic
and surrounding oceans.Thus, theseoceansare covered
by near-surfacewater of low salinity, therebyweakening

the THC. Becauseof the weakening,the northward advection of warm, saline water is reduced,moderating the
warming in the North Atlantic and surrounding regions
(seealso Manabe (1991)for further discussion).The multiple century responseof the THC to the doubling and
quadrupling of the atmosphericCO2 concentration was
the subject of extensive discussion in the studies of
Manabe and Stouffer(1994).The last report of the IntergovernmentalPanel on Climate Change(1996)compares
the greenhousegas-inducedchangesin THC which have
beenobtained from various coupled ocean-atmosphere
modelsconstructedby various groups. In order to detect
future changein the intensity of the THC, it is urgent to
monitor the structure of water massesin not only the
North Atlantic but alsothe Arctic Oceanand Nordic Seas.
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